Space station orbit design missions are characterized by a long-duration and multi-step decision process, which makes its optimization design very complicated. An integrated nonlinear programming (NLP) model is developed by considering the interaction effects of different flight segments of a space station. A two-level optimization approach is proposed to optimize the total propellant consumption while satisfying different constraints. The up-level problem employs the orbital altitudes of each flight segment as design variables, and adopts the simplex method to search for the optimal solutions; the low-level problem employs the maneuver impulses and times within each flight segment as design variables, and the objective function is calculated by combining approximate an analytical method and a shooting iteration method. The proposed approach is evaluated in two test cases of a six-month orbit mission and a nine-month orbit mission. The results show that the proposed approach can effectively optimize the space station long-duration orbit design problem, and can save considerable propellant by 60-70% compared with previously proposed space station orbital strategies.
Introduction
Currently, the USA, Russia and other countries have successfully built and operate several space stations, such as the International Space Station (ISS) and the Mir space station. A space station, designed to run in space for years or decades, operates continuously with various missions for long periods of time, and involves onboard crew rotations, onboard experiments, flight orbit adjustment and docking with resupply spacecraft. Space station mission planning executed before or during an operation scenario is helpful in arranging operation missions and allocating resources to satisfy the required criteria in terms of existing operational constraints, and ensuring the normality and safety of a space station's long-duration operation. 1) The orbit design, an important part of space station mission planning, has been the topic of considerable investigations. A well-designed orbital strategy can save fuel and improve safety. The relationships between orbital behaviors and ground coverage, Earth observation and onboard experiments should be taken into account during this design process.
2) The orbital inclination and orbital altitude (or semi-major axis) are two major design variables. The orbital inclination selection is mainly determined by the requirements of Earth-related experiments and the latitudes of major launch sites. It is usually fixed during the operational phase once it has been determined in the design phase. 3) In contrast, the operational altitude of a space station varies with time. The orbital altitude selection needs to consider many factors, including requirements of microgravity experiments, altitude decay, capacity of resupply vehicles, and the compatibility with the launch and docking of resupply vehicles. 4) Messerschmid and Bertrand 3) studied the orbital altitude selection of the ISS, taking into account two constraints: capabilities of resupply vehicles and the altitude-decay effect of the residual atmosphere. Messerschmid and Bertrand concluded that the ISS altitude should be kept as low as possible in preparing an upcoming docking mission to maximize the payload mass delivered by resupply vehicles, while the orbit should be lifted to the maximum operational altitude after docking in order to reduce the altitudedecay effect.
3) Winters 5) and Sergeyevsky 6) also studied the space station orbital strategies and obtained similar conclusions. Ó 2014 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences Previous studies have limitations in that they fail to take into consideration the interaction effects of the orbital altitudes of different flight segments on total propellant consumption. The total propellant consumption of different flight segments are actually coupled with each other from the point view of the entire task. The authors have studied the space station orbit design by considering the interaction effects and successfully solved it by using the dynamic programming method. 7) Previous work in Ref. 7 ) has limitations in that the step cost of the dynamic programming method is calculated discretely and each step cost needs an independent calculation. The authors had to collect each step cost after they were calculated and integrated them into the dynamic programming model for further optimization. Moreover, the number of step cost grows largely as the number of decision segments increases, and thus the method accordingly becomes computation-intensive and timeconsuming.
The goal of this paper is firstly to establish an integrated nonlinear programming (NLP) model considering the interaction effects for the space station orbit design, and secondly to propose a new effective and efficient optimization approach. The numerical results obtained prove that the proposed optimization approach can save considerable propellant compared with previously proposed space station orbital strategies. The paper is organized as follows. The design mission of space station orbit is described in section 2, and the NLP model is formulated for the period planning problem of space station orbit design. In section 3, a twolevel optimization approach is proposed; in addition, a shooting iteration method combining analytically approximate models and numerical trajectory integration is adopted to calculate the objective function. Numerical results including comparisons with the previously proposed space station orbital strategies are presented in section 4 to verify the proposed approach. Finally, major conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Space Station Orbit Design Problem

Space station orbit design mission
Based on the visiting schedule of resupply vehicles, the long-duration flight process of space station is divided into several basic flight segments, including altitude-lifting, autonomous flight, rendezvous and docking (RVD) and complex flight. The term ''complex'' denotes the integrated spacecraft composed by the space station and the resupply vehicles after docking. In the altitude-lifting segment, the space station or the complex is lifted by maneuvers to a higher reboosting orbital altitude. In the autonomous flight segment, some maneuvers are imposed to maintain the orbital altitude and to prepare the altitude requirement by the next docking mission. 8) In the RVD segment, the resupply vehicle maneuvers from its injection orbit to the docking orbit, while the space station operates as a target vehicle with no maneuvers. In the complex flight segment, the complex also executes several maneuvers to maintain the orbital altitude and to prepare the altitude requirement by the next docking mission. In the whole operational lifetime, the total propellant consumption consists of that both on orbital decay maintenance and altitude lift.
The selection of different flight segments' altitudes has interaction effects on the total propellant consumption. When a docking mission is conducted at a lower operational altitude, resupply vehicles consume less propellant on rendezvous maneuvers; nevertheless, a lower docking altitude will lead to more consumption on altitude-lifting maneuvers after docking compared with a higher one. When the space station or the complex is reboosted to a higher operational altitude, it consumes less propellant on altitude-decay maintenance; nonetheless, a higher operational altitude will also lead to more consumption on altitude-lifting compared with a lower reboosting one. In addition, the selection of reboosting altitude should consider the time of next resupply and the orbital decay effect during this duration. An excessively high reboosting altitude may lead to braking impulses to lower the orbital altitude to satisfy the docking requirement and, therefore, to extra propellant consumption. 8) The main objective of the space station orbit design is to select orbital altitudes for different segments and to operate corresponding maneuver strategies, and then to optimize the total propellant consumption. During this design process, the interaction effects between neighboring flight segments and the restrictions and requirements by the operation activities on the space station should be taken into account as a whole.
Period planning model
For the convenience of executing mission planning, the space station's long-time operational frame is divided into many increments. 1, 9) Figure 1 schematically illustrates a planning period of space station orbit design mission, containing five basic segments: the first altitude-lifting segment, an autonomous flight segment, a RVD segment, the second altitude-lifting segment and a complex flight segment. In the first altitude-lifting, the RVD and the second altitude-lifting segments, the maneuvers are imposed to lift the space station, the resupply vehicle and the complex, respectively. In the autonomous flight and the complex flight segments, the maneuvers are imposed to maintain the orbital altitude and to prepare the next docking mission's altitude requirement. The integrated NLP model of space station orbit design is established based on the definition of the planning period.
Design variables
The design variables include orbital altitudes, impulses and burn times of orbital maneuvers within each segment.
X ¼ À h ðmÞ are impulses and times of the ith, jth, kth, lth and mth orbital maneuver during the first altitude-lifting, the autonomous flight, the RVD, the second altitude-lifting and the complex flight segment, respectively; n Lift 1 , n Auto , n RVD , n Lift 2 and n Comp are the total number of orbital maneuvers during the first altitude-lifting, the autonomous flight, the RVD, the second altitude-lifting and the complex flight segments, respectively.
Objective function
The total propellant consumption is taken as the objective function.
Ám Comp ðmÞ ð 2Þ
where Ám Lift 1 ðiÞ, Ám Auto ð jÞ, Ám RVD ðkÞ, Ám Lift 2 ðlÞ and Ám Comp ðmÞ are the propellant consumption for each maneuver during the first altitude-lifting, the autonomous flight, the RVD, the second altitude-lifting and the complex flight segment, respectively.
Constraints
First, the final altitude of each segment should be equal to the initial altitude of the next segment.
Second, the complex flight orbit should be higher than the RVD orbit; otherwise the space station would waste propellant to execute maneuvers to lower the orbit altitude after the docking mission.
The microgravity environment condition, one of the most special resources of a space station, has unique value for scientific research in physics, materials, biology and biomedicine. Carrying out microgravity experiments requires a time period lasting more than 30 days, during which any orbital maneuvers are forbidden.
3) The requirement for microgravity experiments can be expressed as
where t mane ðnÞ is time of the nth orbital maneuver, mc.ex. ðpÞ ¼ ½t 0 ðpÞ; t f ðpÞ is the coverage duration of the pth microgravity experiment and N m.e. is the number of times of the microgravity experiments.
Orbital dynamics models
The space station orbit is influenced by many perturbation forces, such as the non-spherical gravity of the Earth, the atmospheric drag and the third-body gravity caused by the sun or the moon.
10) The general dynamic equations for describing a spacecraft with various perturbations are known as the Cowell's formulation 11) :
where r and v are the position and velocity vectors respectively, " is the gravitational parameter, a nonspherical is the acceleration caused by the non-spherical gravity of the Earth, a drag is the atmospheric drag acceleration, a 3-body is May 2014 G.-J. TANG et al.: Space Station Long-Duration Orbit Design using a Two-Level Optimization Approachthe third-body acceleration, a SR is the solar-radiation pressure acceleration, a thrust is the thrust acceleration and a other is the acceleration caused by any other perturbation forces. Among these perturbations, the atmospheric drag is the most dominant factor that leads to the orbit decay.
12) The atmospheric drag acceleration is calculated by 11) 
where & is the atmospheric density, C D is the drag coefficient, A is the average cross-sectional area, m is the mass and rel is the atmosphere relative spacecraft velocity.
When an impulsive maneuver is applied at time t
where Áv is the impulse and ( ! 0.
Equations (10) and (12) are used to propagate the trajectory of the space station by numerical integration. The classical orbit elements E ¼ ða; i; e; ; !; vÞ, where a is the semi-major axis, i is the inclination, e is the eccentricity, is the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN), ! is the argument of perigee and v is the true anomaly, are always required and are useful for the astrodynamics application.
In this study, the orbital transfers of the space station and the resupply vehicle are mainly performed to adjust the semi-major axis. Based on Gauss' form of variation equations, the in-track maneuver impulse used to adjust the semi-major axis can be expressed as 11)
where a aim is the semi-major axis of the target orbit, and r p0 and r a0 are the perigee and apogee altitude of the initial orbit. The amount of propellant required for a maneuver is calculated using the Tsiolkovsky rocket equation 5) :
where I s is the specific impulse of thrusters.
Two-Level Optimization Approach
Equations (1)- (9) form a complicated NLP problem for the space station orbit design, with multi design variables and multi constraints. A two-level optimization approach is proposed to solve the presented NLP problem, whose main contribution is to handle the numerous design variables separately and to improve tractability for obtaining the optimal solutions. Here, the up-level problem mainly deals with the orbital altitudes of flight segments, and the low-level problem mainly deals with the orbital maneuvers during each flight segment. The up-level problem provides input information and restriction for the low-level problem, and the corresponding optimization approach for each level is discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Up-level optimization
The design variables of the up-level problem consist of the orbital altitudes of each flight segment.
During the RVD segment, the space station does not execute any maneuvers and the flight time of this segment is only a couple of days, so the altitude of this segment almost remains constant; i.e., h
In such a manner, the RVD segment and the second altitude-lifting segment are combined as one design segment. The design variables are modified accordingly as
The objective function is to minimize the total propellant consumption of all flight segments.
where f
Comp ðX low Þ are the propellant consumption of maneuvers during the first altitude-lifting segment, the autonomous flight segment, the RVD segment and the second altitudelifting segment combination, and the complex flight segment, respectively, and they are provided by the low-level optimization.
The constraint considered in the up-level problem is the altitude requirement between RVD and complex flight segments; i.e., Eq. (8). The up-level problem will be solved by the simplex method (SM). The SM is a robust nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization technique with a very wide application range. 13) Absolutely different from other classical optimization algorithms such as the Powell algorithm and gradient-based algorithms, the iteration process of the SM is based on a simplex including N þ 1 vertices, which makes the SM converged easily and efficiently. The method does not require the derivatives of the function to be optimized. A simplex is a geometrical figure, in N dimensions, consisting of N þ 1 vertices. The SM starts with an initial simplex (N þ 1 points) instead of a single point; then, through a sequence of elementary geometrics transformations (reflection, contraction and extension), the initial simplex moves, expands and contracts, in such a way that it adapts itself to the function landscape and finally surrounds the optimum.
In our two-level approach, one exact analysis needs one solution of the system of nonlinear equations, and one analysis of the system needs a whole flight-time integration. For the space station orbit design problem, its whole flight-time normally lasts for several months, so the optimization approach has a high computation time cost due to the long-duration integration. During the search process, the inequality constraint given in Eq. (8) is the explicit function of the design variables, which can be determined before the exact analysis. Accordingly, an improvement is imposed on our algorithm: to avoid exact analysis for the designs that violate the explicit constraint. If the up-level design variables X up from the SM violate the constraint in Eq. (8) , no more time should be spent performing an exact analysis.
Low-level optimization
The design variables of the low-level optimization consist of the maneuver impulses and times within each flight segment. The constraints considered in the low-level problems are the terminal altitude requirements of each flight segment; i.e., Eqs. (3)- (7) and the maneuver time requirement; i.e., Eq. (9).
The objective is to minimize the propellant consumption of each flight segment.
Here, f Ã Lift 1 ðX low Þ, the sum of each Ám Lift 1 ðiÞ, is the propellant consumption for lifting the space station alone to the autonomous flight orbit, and directly related to n Lift 1 , the total number of orbital maneuvers during the first altitudelifting segment. In addition, f Ã RVD&Lift 2 ðX low Þ, the sum of each Ám RVD ðkÞ and each Ám Lift 2 ðlÞ, is the sum of propellant consumption for lifting the resupply vehicle from the initial injection orbit to the RVD orbit and for lifting the space station and the docked vehicle to the complex flight orbit, and directly related to n RVD and n Lift 2 , the total number of orbital maneuvers during the RVD, and the second altitude-lifting segments. Here, n Lift 1 , n RVD and n Lift 2 are determined according to the arrangement of orbital altitude lift missions; Ám Lift 1 ðiÞ, Ám RVD ðkÞ and Ám Lift 2 ðlÞ are calculated by Eq. (14) , based on Áv Lift 1 ðiÞ, Áv RVD ðkÞ and Áv Lift 2 ðlÞ; Áv Lift 1 ðiÞ, Áv RVD ðkÞ and Áv Lift 2 ðlÞ, executed between two flight segments and to lift the former's final altitude to the latter's initial altitude, are obtained directly by an approximate analytical method in terms of Eq. (13), considering the terminal altitude constraints given by Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) . f Ã Auto ðX low Þ, the sum of each Ám Auto ð jÞ, is the propellant consumption for orbital-decay maintenance during the autonomous flight segment, and directly related to n Auto , the total number of orbital maneuvers during the autonomous flight segment. f Ã Comp ðX low Þ, the sum of each Ám Comp ðmÞ, is the propellant consumption for orbital-decay maintenance during the complex flight segment, and directly related to n Comp , the total number of orbital maneuvers during the complex flight segment. Here, n Auto and n Comp are determined according to the arrangement of orbit-decay maintenance missions; Ám Auto ð jÞ and Ám Comp ðmÞ are calculated by Eq. (14), based on Áv Auto ð jÞ and Áv Comp ðmÞ; Áv Auto ð jÞ and Áv Comp ðmÞ, executed during the autonomous flight and complex flight segments, respectively, and to maintain the orbital decay, are to be planned with the terminal altitude constraints given by Eqs. (4) and (7).
The planning of the orbit-decay maintenance maneuvers during the autonomous flight and complex flight segments, Áv Auto ð jÞ and Áv Comp ðmÞ, presents an orbital long-duration two-point boundary value problem, with the initial and final altitudes of the two flight segments as given values based on the constraints in Eqs. (3)- (7).
Due to the high computation cost for integrating a longduration trajectory, NLP algorithms are not applicable, because many objective function evaluations are required. As a result, a fast shooting iteration method is employed to plan Áv Auto ð jÞ and Áv Comp ðmÞ, which is able to converge rapidly with only a few times of iteration. The shooting iteration method used combines analytically approximate models and numerical trajectory integration.
8) It consists of three main steps and is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Step 1: The high precision trajectory is integrated to the nth (n ¼ 1; 2 . . . ; N) maneuver point and the nth maneuver Áv n is calculated using Eq. (13), based on the semi-major axis deviation a n .
Step 2: The nth maneuver Áv n is executed and the integration continues to the terminal time. The final dispersion a t f À Á is obtained by integrating the trajectory according to the maneuver data.
Step 3: If a t f À Á satisfies the convergence criterion ", the iteration process ends; otherwise, the final iterative maneuver ðÁv 1 Þ is calculated using Eq. (13) based on a t f À Á , and it is adopted as the feedback information to cycle the iteration process in the form of a loop.
In conclusion, Áv Auto ð jÞ and Áv Comp ðmÞ can be successively planned with high efficiency by adopting the presented shooting iteration method.
To sum up, Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the hierarchical structure of the two-level optimization approach. The up-level design variables, as the input information, are transmitted to the low-level problem and the low-level objective function is received as the feedback information to cycle the optimization process. 14) The up-level optimization is obtained by the simplex method, and the low-level problem is solved by the approximate analytical and the shooting iteration methods.
Results
In this section, two illustrative cases, consisting of a one-period orbit design problem and a two-period orbit design problem, are tested to demonstrate the proposed optimization approach for space station long-duration orbit design. 4.1. Problem configuration 4.1.1. One-period orbit design problem
In this scenario, the space station operation task has only one planning period, during which the space station rendezvous with one cargo vehicle. This task lasts about six months and the space station is resupplied by a cargo vehicle at the end of the third month. During this planning period, there are three months for the autonomous flight segment, two days for the RVD, and three months for the complex flight. At the end of this task, the space station is wellprepared for the visiting of a manned vehicle.
Two microgravity experiments, each of which lasts for more than 30 days, are arranged during the autonomous flight segment and the complex flight segment respectively. Therefore, the altitude-decay maintenance maneuvers of the two segments are designed to be executed at the 30th and 122nd days respectively. This one-period operation task is shown in Fig. 4 .
In practice, the times of orbital maneuvers are always directly determined by the practical maneuver strategies because of the constraints induced by the telemetry, tracking and command (TT&C) conditions, and the microgravity environment conditions. Therefore, the burn times are not retained as the iterative variables, and only the altitudes and impulses are retained as the iterative variables to be optimized. Accordingly, the design variables are retained as 
where , , , ,
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Approximate analytical method Shooting iteration method Simplex method Fig. 3 . Hierarchical structure of the two-level optimization approach.
Two-period orbit design problem
In this scenario, the space station operation task has two planning periods, during which the space station rendezvous with two cargo vehicles. This task lasts about nine months and the space station is resupplied by the first and second cargo vehicle at the end of the third and sixth months, respectively. During these two planning periods, there are three months for the autonomous flight segment, two days for the first and second RVD, and three months for the first and second complex flight. At the end of this task, the space station is well-prepared for the visiting of a manned vehicle.
Three microgravity experiments, each of which lasts for more than 30 days, are arranged during the autonomous flight segment, the first and second complex flight segment respectively. Consequently, the altitude-decay maintenance maneuvers of the three segments are designed to be executed at the 30th, 122nd and 214th days respectively. This twoperiod operation task is shown in Fig. 5 . Similarly, the design variables are retained as
Preliminary orbital parameters and constraints
As the solar activity plays an important role in the orbital decay rule, two situations are considered here: (i) The space station operation task is assumed to be performed in 2020 with normal solar activity; and (ii) The space station operation task is assumed to be performed in 2023 with frequent solar activity. For the normal solar activity situation, the initial orbital altitude of the space station is 344 km on the Earth; during the operation, the space station runs between the orbital altitude range of 350-400 km, which is also used as the docking altitude range of the cargo vehicle; the perigee and apogee altitude of the initial injection orbit of the cargo vehicle are 200 km and 350 km; the manned vehicle's RVD orbit is constrained to a two-day repeating-ground-track orbit for lifesaving security, the altitude of which is approximately 344 km corresponding to the orbital inclination of 42 . For the frequent solar activity situation, the initial orbital altitude of the space station is 393 km on the Earth; during the operation, the space station runs between the orbital altitude range of 400-450 km, which is also used as the docking altitude range of the cargo vehicle; the perigee and apogee altitude of the initial injection orbit of the cargo vehicle are 200 km and 350 km; the manned vehicle's RVD orbit is constrained to a three-day repeating-ground-track orbit for lifesaving security, the altitude of which is approximately 393 km corresponding to the orbital inclination of 42 .
Propellant-optimal solutions
The trajectory of the space station is simulated by integrating Eq. (10). The space station's and the cargo vehicle's dynamics model parameters for orbit simulation are listed in Table 1 . The Earth gravity model used is the Joint Gravity Model 3 (JGM3), 15) and both the degree and order are set to 10.
The atmospheric density model used is the Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar Exosphere 2000 (NRLMSISE-00) model. 16) The average radius of the Earth is R e ¼ 6;371:137 km. The daily F10.7 and average F10.7 solar flux are set to 150, and the geomagnetic flux index (K p ) to 3.156, for the normal solar activity situation.
For the frequent solar activity situation, the daily F10.7 and average F10.7 solar flux are set to 200, and the geomagnetic flux index (K p ) to 3.796.
In this paper, the orbital altitude is the primary content of space station long-duration orbit design. The atmospheric drag is the most dominant factor that leads to the orbit decay, 12) but a 3-body , a SR and a other almost do not result in orbital altitude decay. Accordingly, a 3-body , a SR and a other , whose computation models are very complicated and described in detail in Ref. 11) , are ignored in the numerical integration of space station trajectory propagation.
The optimal solutions obtained by using the two-level optimization approach are shown in Tables 2 and 3 , containing orbital altitudes of each segment, impulses of orbital maneuvers and propellant consumption. The space station trajectories during the operation are calculated by numerical integration according to the maneuver data in Tables 2 and  3 , and the time histories of the semi-major axis are depicted in Fig. 6 . It is clear that the space station would be flying on a comparatively higher orbit for less propellant consumption at years of frequent solar activities. 4.3. Comparison with previous orbital altitude strategies In order to testify the optimal solutions obtained by the proposed two-level optimization approach, a previously published space station orbital altitude strategy is employed Sergeyevsky, 6) whose main ideas are that the space station runs on the highest orbit of the available altitude range during both the autonomous and the complex flight segments, and docks with the cargo vehicle at the lowest altitude during the RVD segment. Here, the compared orbital altitude strategy is noted as the direct strategy.
The one-period and the two-period design problems are solved using the direct strategy, in terms of which, the altitudes of the autonomous and the complex flight segments are determined as 400.0 and 450.0 km, for the normal and frequent solar activity situation, respectively; similarly, the altitudes of the RVD segments are determined as 350.0 and 400.0 km, for the normal and frequent solar activity situation, respectively. The maneuver impulses of each flight segment are calculated by the approximate method and the shooting iteration method presented in section 3.2, while considering the terminal altitude requirements given by Eqs. (4) and (7) .
In Tables 4 and 5 the orbital altitudes, maneuver impulses and propellant consumption obtained using the direct strategy are shown. The minus impulses listed indicate that braking maneuvers are executed to lower the autonomous and the complex flight altitudes in order to satisfy the altitude requirements of the RVD segments.
The comparisons of total propellant consumption obtained using the proposed optimization approach and the direct strategy are presented in Table 6 . It can be found that the propellant-optimal solutions obtained by the proposed approach consume less propellant than the comparison solutions by 60-70%.
The comparisons of the time histories of the semi-major axis are depicted in Fig. 7 . It is clear that the time histories of the semi-major axis obtained by the proposed optimization approach are smooth, while those by the direct strategy fluctuate tremendously.
The comparison results prove that the proposed optimization approach for the space station long-duration orbit design can effectively reduce the total propellant consumption. This is mainly because the proposed integrated NLP model takes into account the interaction effects of different flight segments and makes use of the orbital decay rule, thus the proposed model and optimization approach successfully avoid executing minus maneuvers. As a rule, the maneuvers executed for orbital-decay maintenance and altitude lift are plus impulses. The minus ones should be avoided from the point of view of saving propellant consumption.
Conclusions
For the space station long-duration orbit design mission, an integrated nonlinear programming (NLP) model was established. A two-level optimization approach was proposed, containing the simplex method, approximate analytical method and a shooting iteration method. The simulation results led to three major conclusions. First, the space station long-duration orbit design problem can be successfully optimized by the proposed model and approach. Second, the proposed model is conducive to taking into account the interaction effects of different flight segments and making use of the orbital decay rule. Third, the optimal solutions obtained by the proposed approach can save considerable propellant compared with previously proposed space station orbital strategies. (c) Two-period problem for normal solar activity situation (d) Two-period problem for frequent solar activity situation 
